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TERM II EVENTS

SOLVING
SCIENCE QUESTIONS 

6TH JAN 2020

STUDENTS REPORT BACK 
10TH – 14TH FEB 2020

MID TERM EXAMS 

17TH – 21ST FEB 2020

HALF TERM BREAK 

24TH FEB 2020

SCHOOL REOPENS 

6TH MARCH 2020

SCIENCE FAIR
5TH MARCH 2020

WOMENS DAY CELEBRATIONS

18TH – 20TH MARCH 2020

END OF TERM II EXAMS

3rd April 2020

SCHOOL CLOSES FOR
END OF TERM II HOLIDAY

PUBLIC HOLIDAYS
1ST JAN 2020

NEW YEARS DAY

16TH FEB 2020

ARCHBISHOP JANANI LUWUM DAY

26TH JAN 2020

NRM LIBERATION DAY

8TH MARCH 2020

WOMENS DAY

NAKASAMBA CLOSE
PLOT 10 (QUEEN’S RD)

+ 256 414 320654
+256 778 878388

WEB: www.pearlintschool.com Email: pearlschoolafrica@yahoo.com

12TH MARCH 2020

DEAR DAY

CONTACT
SCIENCE QUESTIONS 

As we near the long awaited moment of
putting the last touch on the magnificent science
laboratory, all will be in place to enhance hands-on
experimentation, scientific inquiry and research.
From magical color changing Phenolphthalein
indicator, volatile spirit, flammable petrol-like
ethanol to greatly corrosive acids, all is in place to
appease, motivate and arose an imaginary scientific
brain to all learners. Teacher Simon Katamba (Head
of Science department)

http://www.pearlintschool.com/


Dear Parents
Welcome to our term 2 newsletter. This term

year three has progressed to another level of
academics. The science Project; The class is excited
about doing research on observable problems in the
environment such as deforestation, dehydration,
saving plants and harvesting rain water to mention
but a few. Tr Angela, Year Three (class teacher).

THE RISING STARS, 2020.
Hello Parents, my name is Teacher Christine. I’m glad to 
share with you that, we are already in the second month of 
term 2. This term year one has received 5 new students who 
joined us. The learners are friendly and ready to learn and 
follow instructions whenever they given.
So far, we’ve had an amazing start. The learners are working 
out their science project fair in which they are doing well. 
As regards academics, children are preparing for mid-term 
exams come 12th of February.
Wow! We are looking towards a successful end of term 2. 
With more fabulous things to come our way. Please don’t 
hesitate to call or inquire for any concerns about your child 
or school. Year 1

It has been an interesting week for all
students and their new class teacher Miss
Nadine. My name is Nadine Khayal and I
have enjoyed the first week with your
child. We are slowly getting to know each
other, and everyone is adapting well into
their new classroom environment. I will be
teaching Mathematics, Geography, Global
Perspectives, History, Handwriting,
Spelling and Reading in Grade 2 as well as
Global Perspectives and Geography in
Grade 3. Pearl of Africa Primary School has
a very welcoming atmosphere. The
children and I are looking forward to a
productive and joyful time in class

Dear beloved parents of year five 2019-
2020, we are delighted to have our
students back from the last semester
holiday. In the Science area we have the
ongoing Science project for the learners,
which is one of the key tools to build their
cognitive skills in innovation and research
capacity. Your support is of value in our
children’s work as guided in the rubric.
Our learners are encouraged to be vigilant
and more vigorous in their logical thinking,
research and mental work in all learning
aspects. We are grateful for your
continued cooperation and support. Oloo
Godfrey (Year 5 Class teacher)

Welcome back for Term 2. This marks term two into

academic year 2019/20. The first quarter of this this term
began off with a lot of excitement as pupils have embarked
on their science Projects. It was really interesting to see
young scientists doing different experiments as regards their
project work. Tr Olivia Kisakye (Head of International
Section)



The Candidates 
My Lasting memories in Primary School

I remember joining Pearl of Africa, in Year 2 I didn’t
ever think I would come to this time of the year
when am saying good bye to Primary school. I have
learnt a lot in primary school, I have grown into a
big boy now. I am really very delighted to go to
lower secondary school upstairs. I feel a bit
miserable now that I am leaving my lasting
memories of primary school behind but as the
saying goes “LIFE GOES ON” am in higher gear now
to move on. I would like to thank all my teachers
who have nurtured me into what I am today, right
from year 2 when I joined till now THANK YOU
VERY MUCH!!!

By Aditya Kumar Year 6

What I anticipate in High School.
I expect life in High School to be terrific and full of
relaxation, because we will have finished our check
point exams. My best moment in Year 7 is that we shall
learn some new subjects like Chemistry, Biology and
Physics, use our personal computers and longing to
wear my coat as part of my uniform.

By Arthur Tenny Year 6

Preparing for check Point Exams   
Second Term has been a term of many examinations
because we are preparing for checkpoint exams that will
be due in April. This term has been good in the area of
mathematics after doing many mathematic tests I have
improved and am confident that I am going to pass my
exams with Bs. I wish good luck to all year 6 friends of
mine.

By Vladimir Stolovyy Year 6

My Personal perception on Check Point
I feel okay for checkpoint I might not pass but I feel I will
pass. There is a high chance that I will pass. I am
expecting high school to a bit harder than year 6, but
also fun at the same time. Pearl of Africa is almost like
ISU my previous school, so I feel curious of what high
school would be like.
By Tito Osstrup. Year 6

Leaving Primary
I feel like leaving primary is like leaving home. 
Leaving all the most intriguing moments of my life 
behind, all those hilarious moments and jokes and 
my most stimulating escapades. Am also leaving all 
my old friends in primary behind. The checkpoint 
preparations have also been strenuous, extremely 
strenuous. We have been toiling for many days and 
our industry has made us exhausted, but as they 
say, there is always light at end of the tunnel and in 
lower secondary, I will have time to cool down and 
chillax, meaning the hassle is worth it.  I hope to 
get 18 points in checkpoint and make the school 
and my family proud with a triple A. 

By Joseph Bill Karuhanga

CHECK POINT SEASON
Ever since we kick started second term, we have been 
having series of exams, preparing for checkpoint exams 
coming in April. I hope to pass check point exams and 
have high hopes that my classmates and I will get A’s OR 
B’s. My teachers have helped and encouraged me 
during this season on how to pass the forth coming 
exams. I wish my classmates good luck.

By Larry Kiondo Year 6.        



Art and Design

I’m so grateful and excited to work
with the children of Pearl of Africa
International Primary School as their Art
teacher. Dear parents, this is Teacher
Robert Wuni, teaching Art and Design
alongside choreography. I would like to
take this opportunity to thank you for the
support you give to the children in order
to develop and understand their talents,
skills, and a healthy lifestyle. Our activity is
to be familiar with the elements and
principals of Art such as drawing, colour
theory, painting and designs in Art.

Gallery

Art Lessons   

Year 3 

Gymnastics club  

Christmas Production  

Year 5   

“Education is what remains 
after one has forgotten 
what one has learned in 

school”
Albert Einstein

Year 1 




